
EXHIBIT G: Specifications 

Specifications 202021-1 Cheese 

 

NEWESD 101 

General 

The specifications issued here are to provide a guideline for the processing of USDA Foods into the end 

product items listed below. All product formulas must meet Child Nutrition Program (CNP) specifications 

and be creditable towards approved meal patterns.   

Upon proposal submittal, the product specification sheets for each item must include the following 

reference information or detail:    

1) Nutrition Facts 

2) Labels must accompany all products. Nutrients must be based upon the designated meal 

contribution for the proposed product. Specific nutrients shall be reviewed. 

a) NEWESD101 will review sodium, calories and fat content to determine what best meets the 

need of the districts. 

b) Trans Fat: Nutrition label or manufacturer’s specifications must specify zero grams of trans-fat 

per serving (less than 0.5 gram per serving). Naturally-occurring trans-fat is excluded in beef, 

lamb, or dairy products. 

c) All grains offered must be “whole grain rich” specifically meaning foods must contain at least 50 

percent whole grains and must meet the ounce equivalent requirements.  Note: Grains in 

amounts less than 0.25 oz equivalent are not included in the calculation of daily and weekly 

grain requirements. 

3) Child Nutrition Crediting information: (must provide one of the following) 

a) Product Formulation Statement (PFS): The PFS should provide details of the product, including 

how meal pattern crediting was obtained. For items containing Alternate Protein Product (APP) 

additional documentation must be provided including APP requirements as described in 

Appendix A of 7 CFR 210, 200, 225, and 226, is a method of determining what the product 

contains and the amount of each ingredient that is used in the crediting of foods for the CNP 

meal pattern. 

b) Child Nutrition (CN) Labels (if applicable): Only current (must be approved every five years) 

USDA approved Child Nutrition labels indicating meal pattern contribution will be acceptable. 

c) SY19-20 USDA signed Summary End Product Data Schedule (SEPDS):    Pending USDA approval is 

acceptable. Once USDA approved, SEPDS form shall be emailed to the abmiller@esd101.net 

mail box. 

Vendors are to include modified specifications if proposing similar finished products that differ from 

specifications listed. Alternate product that meet or exceed specified requirements may be considered.    

When utilizing USDA Foods, proposals must include distributor cost (for NOI) and the fee for service  bid 

pricing that includes all cost components needed for delivery of the processed/commercial products to 

FSA (Food Service America)/ESD101 districts in Washington State. Bid pricing is to include FOB 

destination.   



The product formula must meet all CN (Child Nutrition) specifications. The product must be made under 

USDA inspections and in a facility with a USDA approved HACCP plan. All products must pass through 

metal detectors prior to packaging. All products must have a NPA with the USDA and be approved by the 

State of Washington. 

Utilizing USDA Cheese Donated Foods 

1. Pepperoni Pizza -16” Round - 8 Cut 

16” round, whole pizza, Whole Grain Rich crust, and frozen.  CN label preferred. Toppings shall 

include pizza sauce, pepperoni, and cheese. For 8 cut of whole pizza, one serving to provide a 

minimum of 2 oz-eq meat/meat alternate, 2 oz-eq grains. Pizza must be pre-sliced.   

2. Pepperoni Pizza -16” Round - 10 Cut 

16” round, whole pizza, Whole Grain Rich crust, and frozen. CN label preferred. Toppings shall 

include pizza sauce, pepperoni, and cheese. For 10 cut of whole pizza, one serving to provide a 

minimum of 1.5 oz-eq meat/meat alternate, 1.5 oz-eq grains. Pizza must be pre-sliced.  

3. Cheese Pizza -16” Round - 8 Cut 

16” round, whole pizza, Whole Grain Rich crust, and frozen.  CN label preferred. Toppings shall 

include pizza sauce and cheese. For 8 cut of whole pizza, one serving to provide a minimum of 2 

oz-eq meat/meat alternate, 2 oz-eq grains. Pizza must be pre-sliced.   

4. Cheese Pizza -16” Round - 10 Cut 
16” round, whole pizza, Whole Grain Rich crust, and frozen. CN label preferred. Toppings shall 

include pizza sauce and cheese. For 10 cut of whole pizza, one serving to provide a minimum of 

1.5 oz-eq meat/meat alternate, 1.5 oz-eq grains. Pizza must be pre-sliced. 

 

5. 4” x 6” Pepperoni Pizza 

12” x 16” rectangular, whole pizza, Whole Grain Rich crust, and frozen. CN label preferred. 

Toppings shall include red pizza sauce, pepperoni, and cheese. One serving to provide a 

minimum of 2 oz-eq Grain, 2 oz-eq meat/meat alternate. Pizza must be pre-sliced.  

 

6.  4” x 6” Cheese Pizza 

12” x 16” rectangular, whole pizza, Whole Grain Rich crust, and frozen. CN label preferred. 

Toppings shall include red pizza sauce and cheese. One serving to provide a minimum of 2 oz-eq 

Grain, 2 oz-eq meat/meat alternate. Pizza must be pre-sliced.  

 

7. Breakfast Pizza 

12” x 16” rectangular, whole pizza, Whole Grain Rich crust, and frozen. CN label preferred. 

Breakfast toppings and cheese shall be included. One serving to provide a minimum of 1 oz-eq 

Grain, 1 oz-eq meat/meat alternate.  

 



8. Individual Pizzas 

4” to 6” round individual pizzas, Whole Grain Rich crust, and frozen. CN label preferred. 

Toppings shall include pizza sauce and cheese. One serving to provide a minimum of 2 oz-eq 

meat/meat alternate, 2 oz-eq grains. 

 

9. Cheese Filled Breadstick 

Whole grain rich breadstick filled with part skim 100% mozzarella cheese. CN label preferred. 

One serving to provide a minimum of 1 oz-eq meat/meat alternate, 1 oz-eq grains. 

 

10. Whole Grain Pepperoni Pizza Rippers or equivalent product 

Whole grain rich, pull-apart breadstick topped with cheese and pepperoni. CN label preferred. 

One serving to provide a minimum of 2 oz-eq meat/meat alternate, 2 oz-eq grain.  

 

11. Whole Grain Cheese Pizza Rippers or equivalent product 
Whole grain rich, pull-apart breadstick topped with cheese. CN label preferred. One serving to 

provide a minimum of 2 oz-eq meat/meat alternate, 2 oz-eq grain.  

 

12.  Whole Grain Turkey Ham and Cheese Rippers or equivalent 

product 
Whole grain rich, pull-apart breadstick topped with turkey ham and cheese. CN label preferred. 

One serving to provide a minimum of 2 oz-eq meat/meat alternate, 2 oz-eq grain.  

 

 

 
 

 


